Airport Performance Services

Listening to
the heartbeat
of airports
worldwide.
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WHAT DO SOME OF THE BUSIEST AIRPORT HUBS IN THE MIDDLE
EAST, ASIA, AND EUROPE HAVE IN COMMON?
THEY HAVE OVERCOME LIMITS IN AIRSPACE DESIGN, IMPROVED
RELIABILITY AND OUTDATED OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES AND
UPGRADED THEIR AIRFIELDS AND OTHER ASSETS TO INCREASE
THROUGHPUT. THESE AIRPORTS HAVE DEVELOPED PLANS TO
MANAGE HYPERGROWTH IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH A GOOD BASE
FROM WHICH TO GROW.
MANY OF THEM DIDN’T EVEN KNOW THE TRUE EXTENT OF THEIR
PROBLEMS UNTIL THEY CONTACTED THE TEAM OF AIRPORT
PERFORMANCE EXPERTS AT ADB SAFEGATE.
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ADB SAFEGATE brings more
than 100 years of combined
experience helping some 2,500
airports worldwide with aircraft
ground guidance systems, and
understands the demands and
challenges across tower, airfield
and gate. We know that airports
need intelligent, highly integrated
airport operations that raise
performance across the flow of
aircraft, passenger, cargo and
baggage.

But we believe there is more to
running efficient and customerfriendly airports. ADB SAFEGATE
also offers advisory services in
Airport Performance. We have a
track record of cutting through
the chaos in airport operations
to identify where the main
bottlenecks and problems lie and
rectify them so our customers can
grow confidently.

Our team of ATCO, design,
operational efficiency and
change management experts
conduct studies and analysis in
order to come up with a roadmap of improvements and a new,
more efficient, way of operating
for our customers. n

We work with the KPIs airports care about
Airport traffic has doubled every 15 years since the 1970s and it is forecast to
double again within the next 15 years. This opens up opportunities but at the
same time creates challenges for the airport industry. How do airports increase
throughput without compromising the passenger experience?
Our work packages and studies address a number of issues, including apron/
taxiway and runway safety, efficiency, CO2 emissions and sustainability, taxi and
departure/arrival times and overall throughput predictability.
Problems with communications, collaboration and change management can
have a direct impact on throughput at airports. These problems may not be
immediately apparent but often surface during our analysis.

Airport Performance Services

“Airports are looking to improve the flow of aircraft,
passengers, cargo and baggage through all key domains
at the airport. We look at the airport holistically to
understand the impact one area has on the overall
operations.
Our team of experts focus full time on improving airport
performance and operational efficiency.”
Fredrik Johansson, Head of Airport Performance Services at ADB SAFEGATE
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The team
of experts
Listening to the heartbeat of airports worldwide

We are a team of Air Traffic
Operations, design, apron
operations and change
management experts, who also
have extensive knowledge of the
integrated operational aspects
of ADB SAFEGATE’s portfolio
as well as global and regional
concepts and improvement
strategies. The team delves into
the core of airport operations,
workflows and processes - its
role is to understand, advise,
and find technical or procedural

solutions to enable our customers
to run airports safely, reliably and
efficiently.
We have delivered hundreds of
studies for the most complex
airport hubs around the world.
To complement our Airport
Performance Services and support
us on the field, we may also work
with other experts and specialists
who are an integral part of ADB
SAFEGATE’s partner network.

These partners complement our
portfolio by helping us define
new operational concepts and
extending our expertise into
areas, such as environmental, fuel
burn and noise management.
Together with our partners we
can also provide the necessary
capabilities for simulations and
change management where
needed. n

Bengt Collin has more than 40 years’ experience in the Air Traffic Management industry. This

includes over 29 years as operational Tower and Approach ATCO at Stockholm Arlanda Airport and
4 years as Operational Tower Manager. Bengt worked at the EUROCONTROL headquarters for 10
years in the Airport and Safety Unit where he was a key leader in the A-SMGCS and Runway Safety
development from the very beginning of the activities.
In the past years, Bengt has continued to support EUROCONTROL as well as global ATM suppliers
and service providers in their update of A-SMGCS requirements and procedures. He has surveyed
many leading international airports to improve their operational performance and safety. He is also a
qualified instructor, for example, teaching Chinese ATCOs A-SMGCS & Runway Safety.

Stephen O’Flynn has over 20 years’ experience in the aviation industry. He provides executive

consultancy services to some of the world’s leading aviation suppliers, regulators and ANSP’s. He has
operational experience as an Air traffic Controller and Operational Manager and prior to this, a business
background in banking and finance.
He leads numerous international expert teams covering major global programmes and projects from
European Aviation Safety Authority certification to EUROCONTROL /ICAO standards for both airport
surface management (and airborne traffic management (e.g. AREA and Approach) applications. He
also provides expert global advice and strategy for such concepts and applications as A-SMGCS,
ADS-B, A-CDM Free Route operations 4D trajectory to name a few . He holds a degree in Commerce,
Graduate Diploma in International Law and Graduate Diploma in Aviation and a practitioner certificate
in Prince2 project management. He has been a certified ATC instructor.

Airport Performance Services

Niclas Svedberg joined ADB SAFEGATE in 2010. He has held positions in system development,
project management and business development and is now an Advisor in the Airport Performance
Services team. In the past, Niclas has been a software developer and a consultant in systems
architecture, design and manufacture.

Niclas spent four years as a Business Development Manager in Brazil for the Rio de Janeiro office,
developing the company’s Gate and Tower business. Based on his experience in advanced conceptual
and technical development projects, Niclas is a specialist in transforming theory into physical solutions
(be they hardware or software). He has a keen interest in BI and how an integrated approach to system
and data provides aggregated value to businesses, especially airports. He understands the operational
environment and challenges of today’s airports.
Niclas uses these skills to perform analyses and studies of processes at airports and is an expert in the
ADB SAFEGATE product portfolio. He holds a degree in Informatics from the University of Lund.

Karl-Erik Larsson has a background in sales in the automation industry. He has held roles as
a sales and application engineer for ifm electronics between 2007-2016 and for SMC Automation
between 2016 - 2018. He has worked with customers from various industries and understands their
particular demands ranging from the dairy and automotive to the pulp and paper industries.
Karl-Erik is an expert on ADB SAFEGATE’s product portfolio and understands the airport operational
environment and its challenges. He has a degree from the Linköping Technical College, Applied Physics
and Engineering.

Robert Tod was an operational controller for the National Air Traffic Services (NATS) in the UK

from 1973-2001. From 2001-2011, he was employed by Serco latterly as the Director Air Traffic Services
at the Dubai International Airport. He then joined IATA as Regional Director Safety Operations and
Infrastructure until 2013.
As an Air Traffic Controller Rob had validated ATC licenses in Area/Area Radar Control, Aerodrome
control and Approach/Approach Radar. He worked at the London Air Traffic Control Centre West
Drayton, the Scottish Air Traffic Control Centre at Prestwick, the Aberdeen Airport and the Dubai
International Airport. With over 45 years’ experience, Robert specializes in Air Traffic Management.
He provides expert services, for example, in regulatory compliance to international standards and
regulations, ATM airport infrastructure, future ATM concepts and safety management.

Azlan Morad is an advocate for airport Public Private Partnerships (PPP’s), influenced by his 25
years of international experience in the airport-aviation sector. His work covers a broad range of airport
development issues in both scale and complexity. From a professional background as commercial pilot
(B737) and architect, Azlan harnesses the airport master plan as an analytical tool to facilitate discourse
and technical due diligence in airport PPP transactions. His evidence-based analytics have guided
critical decision-making; helping calibrate airport performance with investor and commercial interests.
Over the years Azlan has provided advisory services to Frankfurt Airport, Inchon International Airport,
Kuala Lumpur International Airport, Aerodrom Ljubljana, the Swedish Civil Aviation Administration
(Swedavia-LFV Consulting), Airports Authority of India, Hochtief Airports and Egis Avia, amongst others.

Fredrik Johansson leads the Airport Performance Services team. His background is in IT,

computer science and usability. He has more than 13 years of experience in the airport and aerospace
sector. Fredrik brings a mixture of technical and operational knowhow to airport customers, in order to
identify current limitations, future solutions and the necessary milestones in between.
In the past, Fredrik has held various positions in ADB SAFEGATE, including Global Technical Service
Engineer, Quality and Environmental Manager, Global Product Manager for gate solutions and Airport
Performance Concept Advisor.
He strongly believes that a holistic and transparent approach between functional silos, systems and
stakeholders helps airports understand where they are today, solve their current challenges and
manage better their future pressures. Fredrik is an expert in the ADB SAFEGATE product portfolio and
understands the challenges airports are facing in their operational environment.
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What
we’ve done
for the world’s
most demanding
airports
The heartbeat of airports worldwide

This Middle Eastern airport
was rated the fastest growing
airport hub in the world in
the past decade.
It is no surprise that Airport
Performance Services have
been centre stage in improving
operational efficiency and
reliability at this CATIII airport.
ADB SAFEGATE won a framework
agreement for a unique turnkey
project at the airport as a result
of an Airport Performance survey
that focused on the challenges the
airport was facing.
As the third largest airport
hub in this fast-growing Asian
market, this airport ran out
of capacity soon after its
inauguration.
With its passenger traffic
increasing by nearly 25% last
year alone, it simply could not
grow fast enough. The Airport
Performance Services team

explained to the management
that a new runway and terminal
building alone are not enough
to run an efficient operation
and cope with the hypergrowth
in traffic. The team of experts
conducted a study to pinpoint
exactly where the main
bottlenecks were and how the
airport could overcome them. A
roadmap of milestones allows the
airport to take the right actions for
managed growth.
As one of the key airports in
this major European hub, the
airport has ambitions to extend
its capacity limit of aircraft
movements per hour.
However, its operational
procedures were outdated,
and support systems were too
antiquated to run a smooth
airport hub in the area and
to win over a key airline. The
Airport Performance Services
team explained to the airport

management why improving
operational efficiency could offer
a new lifeline for the airport.
This struck a chord with the new
general director for the airport
and work is ongoing to achieve
the new targets for improved
efficiency.
A leading airport in the Middle
East partnered with ADB
SAFEGATE for gate maintenance
services, to improve airport
performance.
The airport serves as a hub in the
region and supports more than
37 million passengers annually.
Downtime and system failure
are issues that the airport could
ill afford, and as the supplier of
the airport’s gate solutions, ADB
SAFEGATE was best equipped
to guarantee availability on
these critical systems. The team
of experts achieved 99% gate
availability for the airport. n

Airport Performance Services
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Our portfolio
of services
Listening to the heartbeat of airports worldwide
Before starting a new customer case, we first do an analysis of the situation at
the airport and identify potential challenges based on information available through
public sources. Our goal after this is to develop a holistic view of the airport,
its challenges and potential efficiency gains. We offer different levels of Airport
Performance studies depending on the requirements of our customers.

Airport Performance Services

The Pre-Study is done to identify
and verify the main operational
challenges faced by the airport.
It is done through site visits,
interviews and workshops with
the different stakeholders, and
includes two work packages.
Work Package 1
provides a baseline
analysis, i.e. the
starting point we are working
from. This can include, for
example, infrastructure (runways,
taxiways, rapid exits), ground
handling capabilities and ATC
personnel (level of training,
culture), etc. The main outcome is
a complete record and overview
of the current status at an airport
- a holistic view of its operations.
In Work Package 2, we
conduct a so-called
target scenario analysis
by having in-depth discussions
with each stakeholder to
understand the target levels they

are aiming for in operations.
The outcome is a roadmap,
such as a five to ten year’
development plan. The team
does a future needs analysis by
quantifying efficiency gains, for
example, how many CATIII events
did the airport have last year and
the efficiency gains in monetary
terms if these events could be
reduced.
An extended service is provided
in a Detailed Analysis or
CONOPS study. Along with Work
Packages 1 and 2, this study
includes two further steps. The
team goes into greater depth
by developing new operational
concepts for an airport and
can also offer simulation and
modelling as part of the service.
This study typically takes
anywhere from three to six
months depending on the scope
and complexity of the airport
environment.

Pre-Study to identify
and verify the main
operational challenges.

• Work Package 1: Baseline analysis
• Work Package 2: Target
scenario analysis

➜

A gap analysis is
done during Work
Package 3. The team
of experts find out what airport
stakeholders require to meet their
specific targets. This includes,
for example, draft functional
requirements, benefit analysis,
business cases, gains in monetary
terms and safety impacts.
Airport stakeholders receive an
Airport Maturity Curve as part
of the work package. It includes
a roadmap of milestones and
actions the airport needs to take
to maintain efficient operations
over a 10-to-20-year period.
The final phase is Work
Package 4 during which
the experts refine and
validate the draft CONOPS with
the customer. A conclusive GAP
analysis is provided, with user
requirements, a cost benefit
analysis, a final safety assessment
and an implementation schedule
for the full CONOPS. n

Detailed Analysis or CONOPS
study to develop better
operational concepts.

• Work Package 1 & 2
• Work Package 3: Gap analysis
• Work Package 4: Refines and
validates the draft CONOPS
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What we’ve
done for
the world’s
most
demanding
airports
• We analyse and identify the challenges in the flow of aircraft, passen•
•
•

gers, baggage and cargo to improve your total airport performance.
Our team of ATCO and design experts understand the KPIs that are
most important to airport owners, operators, airlines and ANSPs.
We believe airport performance is about bringing people together first
before integrating systems and processes.
Together with the airport stakeholders, we design your new concept
of operations that drives your decision making and roadmap of investments.

Contact us:
Leuvensesteenweg 585,
B-1930 Zaventem, Belgium
T: +32 2 722 17 11

Djurhagegatan 19,
SE-213 76 Malmö, Sweden
T: +46 40 699 17 00

marketing@adbsafegate.com
www.linkedin.com/company/adbsafegate
Share your experience
of airport travel on
the Airport Performance App.

